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Relationship Between Neighbors 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  آ-/ ه-, .-,ة ا%+*ة )' ا%ردن؟: ه�

6,ی5--4 .-,ة @*یAB @? أن> " laid back.. "6,ی5--4..ا:9,س )' ا7ردن 6,ی5--4: ه3ی1
*-Cآ..�بN بNO9 ا:>they complain " LM"یnegative.." '9J"آC-* ..آ-/ ب3ي أ.DD..EF-Gی

آ1 ا:9,س بRS-TBU بJ*)>ا " society where everyone is like family"6,ی5--4 ف
VJؤوا أن>..ب*Yب ,@ Nب..EF-G.ا @? @? ..آ-/ ب3ي ا<ZFGUیVJب . L9أن> ه,ي ب '(*J4 تGZ@ '9Jی
ی9J' ..ا:�-_A @, بbecause  "EFBZTU"بN @, بJ@ 'ZFGUU,هR , ی9J' ه3ول 6,ی5--4 ج9�E..ج-*ان

R+إ RS-(*JUب ,RS-(*JUب ,@ Nب..'(*JUب.. 
 
  

English translation: 

 
Heba: How is family life in Jordan? 
 
Hadeel: People have laid back lives in Jordan. They live a comfortable life despite the 
fact that they are very negative. They complain, although they live in a society where 
everyone is family. You feel that they know each other, but they don’t dare -- how can I 
say it -- to talk to each other. You might know that this is the daughter of a neighbor and 
that these children live next to you, but you can’t talk to them because the society doesn’t 
allow you. You know them by name but you don’t know them. You know? 
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